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ABSTRACT 
 
When internet services became cheap and available in the world, many organizations use 
it to enhance its benefits and to communicate with users in anywhere and anytime. 
Because that most universities used the facilities in online services to increase their 
abilities in organizing work. Online services are not limited to use in the universities for 
e-learning only. Although, the students who interact with online services increasingly, a 
common problem is that students online services need more efficient interaction. In 
other words, the sites lack usability; this research to design and develop an online 
services system for Maybank Students’ Residential Hall aid to solve this problem and to 
support the communication between students and residential hall staff. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.0 Introduction 
 
The online services appeared to increase the communication ways between users and 
organizations. They represent the easier and efficient services. We can notes that these 
services appeared after the developing of communication technologies.  
The history of communication technologies includes mail, the telegraph, the telephone 
and the internet. However, the internet is the latest in a long succession of 
communication technologies (Odlyzko, 2001). According to Preece (2001) the term 
'Online Community' means different things to different people. This case means there is 
no accepted definition to this term. In other side the researchers defined Online 
Community in general is: a group of people who interact in a virtual environment 
(Preece & Krichmar & Abras, 2003). The problem with the term “online community” 
has been determined is that it refers to a big domain of online activities (Preece & et al, 
2003).  
These communications technologies have played an important role in providing facilities 
to people in different aspects of life. The spread of the internet was the biggest role in 
the process of progress and thus to be deployed a lot of sites on the internet as well to 
The contents of 
the thesis is for 
internal user 
only 
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